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Role of NSE

The NSE provides administrative, logistic and welfare support to British Service personnel 

and their families based in Ulm, Hallbergmoos, Ingolstadt, Manching, Oberammergau, 
Sonthofen and Stuttgart.

The NSE staff consists of Head of Location (HOL), admin clerk, Host Nation Liaison 

Officer/Vehicle Licencing Officer (HNLO/VLO) and Community Liaison Officer (CLO)

NSE USEFUL INFORMATION 

Split Pay:

You have the option to split your pay into your UK and a German account, the percentage of 

the split is individual choice, and this can be actioned in the NSE office.  Report to the NSE 

once your German bank account is opened and complete a JPA E016b.  You will also need 

to confirm which bank you want any expense claims to be paid into UK in £ or German in €, 

this can be alternated during your tour but only through the NSE.

Local Overseas Allowance:

You receive LOA for the length of your posting to Germany. The rate changes twice a year 

(Apr/Oct) and is affected by any changes to the General Accounting Rate (GAR). The 

amount you are paid varies depending on number of dependants; up to date rates can be 

found on the JPA portal.

Passports:

Local rules dictate that your passport is valid for six months prior to any travel through 

Europe or UK/overseas, we recommend 9 months. During your posting to Germany 

passports can be renewed in the NSE office. You will be required to provide up to date 

passport photos. Passport Application forms can be obtained in the NSE office and are to be 

returned completed to the NSE for onwards action. Passports for all eligible personnel will be 

paid for through the public purse, JPA Expense claims for photos are acceptable however 

claims for passports through JPA must only be completed with the advance approval of the 

Head of Location.
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Driving Licence:

You must obtain an International Driving Permit from a UK Post Office, this requires 

an up to date passport sized photo. The UK driving licence must be in date, and the 

IDP is only valid for 1 year, or until the date of expiry of the UK licence whichever is 

sooner. Service Personnel and eligible MOD Civilians can have their costs 

reclaimed (for IDP and photos) through an expense claim on JPA/HRMS. Family 

members who wish to drive whilst in Germany should also obtain the IDP but will 

not be entitled to a refund.

Get You Home Entitlements:

For those eligible personnel on a 12 month or longer assignment there is an 

entitlement for Get Your Home Overseas Warrants, which helps towards the cost of 

returning home to see family and friends. The entitlement is for 1 warrants per 12-

month period and will be renewed on the anniversary of the arrival date on 

assignment. Journey applications and GYH(O) claims are all made on JPA, further 

advice and guidance should be sort from the NSE Admin Office.

Ration Cards

Cigarettes, alcohol and coffee are rationed if you are buying them tax free. You will 

be issued with a ration card by GEO once your SOFA card has been produced. 

This will allow you to purchase the rationed items from the NAAFI. You can buy 

these items in the local shops but you won’t be able to get them tax free.

Temp Duty Travel and Claims:

The NSE also has a few white fleet vehicles which can be booked through the VLO 

for work related duties. To book a vehicle a transport request needs to be filled in 

and supporting documents need to be issued with it.

To get an FMT 600 issued the following documents need to be presented to the 

VLO FMT 103 – Certificate signed by individual on bottom left line. It will need to be 

stamped with an EJSU 

stamp.

Copy of driving status and endorsement from DVLA www.gov.uk/view-driving-

license Copy of FMT 102, if you would like to use your own car for Duty journeys, 

copy of driving license front and back, copy of Matrix test (European and UK)

http://www.gov.uk/view-driving-license

